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2. Foreword

There is widespread recognition among leaders in most industries that the role of digital technology is rapidly shifting, from being a driver of marginal efficiency to an enabler of fundamental innovation and disruption.

Digitalization is the cause of large-scale and sweeping transformations across multiple aspects of business, providing unparalleled opportunities for value creation and capture, while also representing a major source of risk. Business leaders across all sectors are grappling with the strategic implications of these transformations for their organizations, industry ecosystems, and society. The economic and societal implications of digitalization are contested and raising serious questions about the wider impact of digital transformation.

While it is clear that digital technology will transform most industries, there are a number of challenges that need to be understood. These include factors such as the pace of changing customer expectations, cultural transformation, outdated regulation, and identifying and accessing the right skills – to name just a few. These challenges need to be addressed by industry and government leaders to unlock the substantial benefits digital offers society and industry.

Digital Transformation of Industries (DTI) is a project launched by the World Economic Forum in 2015 as part of the Future of the Internet Global Challenge Initiative. It is an ongoing initiative that serves as the focal point for new opportunities and themes arising from latest developments and trends from the digitalization of business and society. It supports the Forum’s broader activity around the theme of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

A key component of the DTI project in 2015 has been the quantification of the value at stake for both business and society over the next decade from the digital transformation of six industries. The ‘compass’ for these industry sectors is being set and it is imperative that all stakeholders collaborate to maximize benefits for both society and industry. Digitalization is one of the most fundamental drivers of transformation ever and, at the same time, a unique chance to shape our future. The World Economic Forum is committed to helping leaders understand these implications and supporting them on the journey to shape better opportunities for business and society.

In 2016, the DTI initiative will focus on the impact of digital transformation on an additional 10 industries, further deep-dives into industries from this year’s project, as well as examine a number of cross-industry topics such as platform governance, societal impact, and policy and regulation.

The report was prepared in collaboration with Accenture, whom we would like to thank for their support. We would also like to thank the Steering Committee, the Working Group members, as well as the more than 200 experts from business, government and academia and over 100 industry partners who were involved in shaping the insights and recommendations of this project. We are confident that the findings will contribute to improving the state of the world through digital transformation, both for business and society.

Bruce Weinelt
Head of Digital Transformation
World Economic Forum
3. Executive Summary

The introduction of digital services will be among the most important factors in transforming healthcare over the next decade.

Yet while few industries have the potential to be changed so profoundly by digital technology as healthcare, the challenges facing innovators should not be underestimated. Regulatory barriers, economic hurdles and difficulties in effectively digitizing patient data awaiting those who wish to launch pioneering services.

The stakes could hardly be higher. By almost any measure, global health has improved dramatically in recent decades. However, the current model for providing healthcare is being slowly torn apart by the opposing forces of an ageing population and greater restraints on government spending. Maintaining the status quo is not an option. To deliver continued improvements to the world’s health, healthcare will need to be transformed, with digital playing a vital role.

The healthcare system of the future will look very different, with a crucial change being the move to ‘consumer-centric’ healthcare, allowing citizens to have much more responsibility for managing their healthcare and that of their families.

The two expected big shifts will be disruptions to the location of care (for instance, moving care out of the hospital and closer to home) and disruptions to the type of care (‘diagnose and treat’ to ‘prevent and manage’). Rather than the inpatient setting, the outpatient setting will now be the optimal medium of care. As such, the home will become an important new location of care, and virtual care will broaden access to healthcare in rural areas, especially in emerging economies. This will result in a new structure for the healthcare system, with less focus on building new beds and more on developing services to provide improved access and quality of care at lower cost.

The advent of patient-centric healthcare will allow greater emphasis to be placed on prevention and access, using digital tools to improve productivity (by reducing the need for specialized labor), boost efficiency and drive down costs.

Moreover, with around $7.5 trillion spent globally each year on health, the rewards are likely to be substantial for those current players and new entrants in the healthcare industry that successfully create transformational digital services at scale.

Four digital themes – smart care, care anywhere, empowered care and intelligent healthcare enterprise – have been identified, which will be of crucial importance to the digital transformation of healthcare over the next decade.

1) **Smart care** will improve patient outcomes and lower the cost of healthcare through the use of precision medicine, robotics and medical printing.

2) **Care anywhere** will see healthcare move closer to the home, through advances in the connected home and virtual care, which will also help broaden access, especially in maturing economies.

3) **Empowered care**, through the development of ‘living services’, will enable citizens to take a more active role in managing their own well-being and healthcare.

4) **Intelligent health enterprises** will provide data-driven solutions that enable healthcare workers and their enterprises to maximize their efficiency and allow patient health to be monitored more effectively in real time.

Digital is supporting and accelerating the systemic shift to value-based healthcare. New intelligence, in hardware and other objects, is bridging the gap between the digital and the physical worlds. Hospitals, physicians’ offices and payers are accessible with a click, tap or scroll. Highly connected hardware components, along with smart sensors and devices, help payers and providers give consumers what they want: better health outcomes at lower cost, coupled with convenience and a better experience.

The recommendations for businesses and other stakeholders are:

- **Formulate an outside-in strategy** to shift from focusing on managing inputs as a medical business to delivering outputs.
- **Perform a holistic analysis of resources** to determine the capabilities needed to win in future profit pools.
- **Create a culture of iterative innovation** to remain relevant by acting now and learning to fail quickly.
• Invest in resources for the digital era through bold investments rather than incremental improvements.

• Champion the customer experience, as pioneering organizations will start to reorient themselves around the consumer.

• Build an insight-driven enterprise by engaging in a holistic and pragmatic analytics strategy.

• Become a destination partner and camp, as the creation of an ecosystem of partners will be critical to success.

The recommendations for governments and policy leaders are:

• Liberate data sources to clarify that patients are the ultimate owners of their clinical data and facilitate the transfer of this data between providers, according to the patients’ wishes.

• Invest in data standards and infrastructure to accelerate the mandate for health-data repositories to integrate seamlessly with one another and to create a single data-exchange protocol.

• Establish interoperability requirements on a global as opposed to a national level, and make interoperability a condition of payments to health systems.

• Cultivate the workforce of the future by encouraging professionals to operate at the top of their license and by improving access to new educational media, such as massive open online courses.

• Encourage an innovation haven by attracting and retaining talented citizens through policies such as tax incentives for startups and urban development designed to create information-intensive environments.
4. Industry Context

a. Market trends

Modern medicine has been spectacularly successful in improving the world's health and quality of life. A child born in 2013 is expected to live seven years longer than one born less than a quarter of a century earlier. This progress has come at a significant cost, however, with global health expenditure growing faster than global gross domestic product (GDP). This trend is expected to accelerate in the near future. At the same time, healthcare stakeholders around the world are under unprecedented strain and facing a perfect storm of pressures: the economic burden of healthcare costs, ageing populations, increased incidence of chronic disease, the unsustainable cost of care, a shortage of skilled resources and the increasing influence of empowered 'healthcare consumers'.

A healthier world

Over the past century, dramatic improvements have been made to people's health around the world. In less than 25 years, global average life expectancy at birth has soared from 64 years in 1990 to 71 years in 2013. There are further reasons to celebrate: over a similar period, infant mortality rates have decreased by almost 50 percent and the number of years of life lost to cardiovascular and communicable diseases has fallen by 20 percent. In addition, despite a growing global population, countries have made significant progress in broadening access to healthcare and improving the quality of life of their citizens.

A perfect storm: the pressures facing healthcare

Several powerful forces are putting healthcare systems under strain.

Economic cost burden: Improvements in health and quality of life have come at a high cost despite advances in science and technology. Economic growth, particularly in emerging countries, has contributed to the improved health of the world's population, but much of this progress has been achieved through increasingly large expenditure by governments, health organizations and citizens (Figure 1). According to the World Health Organization (WHO), global health spending totaled $7.5 trillion in 2013, growing by an average of 6 percent each year since 1995 and 2 percent above the growth of global GDP for the past four decades. More worryingly, health spending is consuming an ever-increasing share of global resources, growing faster than global GDP. This trend is expected to accelerate in the future, with some forecasting global healthcare expenditure to reach $9.3 trillion in 2018.

Although increased healthcare spending has been matched by improvements in health, there is no guarantee that this correlation will continue into the future. Healthcare is the only industry that has not experienced an improvement in labor productivity from technology and, in fact, labor productivity in healthcare continues to worsen. The focus on expert labor without any technology automation to improve labor efficiency is a key contributor to rising costs, and these escalating costs do not necessarily translate into better outcomes for patients.
Ageing populations: Older people require more medical care than younger people, so ageing populations require greater healthcare resources. Populations around the world are ageing due to lower birth rates and rising life expectancy. This trend has been seen in richer countries for many years (in Germany, almost a quarter of the population was aged over 65 in 2010; in Japan, nearly 40 percent of the population are forecast to be aged over 65 by 2060), but is now also visible in emerging economies. In 2010, just 12 percent of China's population was aged 60 or over; by 2040 this is expected to reach 28 percent.

Increased incidence of chronic disease: Unhealthy diets and sedentary lifestyles are among the factors driving a rapid increase in the prevalence and coincidence of chronic diseases. Around the world, 382 million people have diabetes and 600 million are obese. Advances in medicine have also transformed some previously fatal diseases into conditions requiring long-term management.

The unsustainable cost of care: Chronic diseases accounted for 86 percent of all US health spending in 2010 and are also becoming an increasing burden to health systems in other countries around the world. In the United States, just 5 percent of patients account for almost half (49 percent) of the costs, and healthcare spending is projected to grow at an average annual rate of 6.2 percent from 2015 to 2022. Moreover, US health expenditure as a percentage of GDP increased from 13.1 percent in 2000 to 17.1 percent in 2010, and has remained at that level since. However, the Altarum Institute forecasts that it will reach 20 percent of GDP by 2020 and 28 percent by 2050. In the United Kingdom, health expenditure increased from 6.9 percent to 9.1 percent between 2000 and 2014, and the National Health Service is expected to need an extra £30 billion of funding over the next five years to continue its current level of activity.

Government policy, regulation and mandates: Concerns about costs, quality and access to healthcare are leading many countries to introduce major reforms to their health systems. Some countries, including the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Singapore, Australia and Norway, are introducing regulations to support investment in and utilization of technology, such as electronic medical records (EMRs). Countries are also looking to reform healthcare payments, signaling a shift from fee-for-service to paying for value or outcomes. In some cases, governments have started to tie reimbursement to important quality or outcome metrics. In the United States, for instance, the passing of the Affordable Care Act established the Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program, which requires the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to reduce payments to hospitals with too many readmissions. Conditions where readmission penalties can apply include acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, pneumonia, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and total hip or knee arthroplasty. For the 2015 fiscal year, the CMS has estimated that total readmissions penalties will be approximately $428 million, up from $227 million in 2014.

Empowered consumer: The liberation of healthcare data, coupled with shifting costs, has ushered in the arrival of a new, empowered healthcare consumer. These consumers now have 'liquid expectations', defined as the expectation that services available in one industry be matched by other industries. Consumers who have grown used to the value...
proposition of Airbnb, Uber and Netflix expect similar offerings in other sectors, including healthcare. Growing numbers of citizens around the world are devoting more of their disposable income – voluntarily or involuntarily – to healthcare. With this increase in personal spending comes a dramatic change in expectations: people expect a healthcare experience that is simple, personalized, seamlessly coordinated and treats their personal data securely. The rise of the healthcare consumer may turn out to be a catalyst for improving healthcare services, but it is also an additional change that health stakeholders need to adapt to.

b. Technology trends

“In the next five years, digital will impact healthcare more than any other industry.”
- Sumeet Aggarwal, General Manager; Head, Business Development and Strategic Alliances, Fortis Healthcare, India

Scientific triumphs

Stunning progress in developing new medical technologies and treatments has meant that a number of previously fatal diseases (such as HIV/AIDS and certain forms of cancer) can now be managed or treated. Amazing improvements have been made in genetic sequencing, while the cost of whole-genome sequencing has fallen from $1 million to $1,000 since 2001. There have also been advances in genomics, gene-editing techniques, the application of proteomics to gene therapies and the development of personalized treatments. Some of these scientific breakthroughs have piggybacked on wider technology trends, such as advances in robotics and 3D printing, faster data processing and the lower cost of data storage at scale. The power of big data, for instance, has enabled scientists to take new approaches to drug discovery or large-scale population studies, such as the UK Biobank.

Adoption of digital technology

Despite these impressive scientific breakthroughs, it is acknowledged in the healthcare industry that more effort needs to be made to develop new technology and introduce more digital innovation. A recent survey of healthcare chief executives found an understanding of the importance of digital technology in healthcare and an enthusiasm to innovate with it. But a big gap exists between where chief executive officers (CEOs) are now and where they want to be. More than 90 percent of those interviewed wanted to change their technology investments or find better ways of harnessing big data, but only a third had actually upgraded their technology or analytics capabilities.

Citizens feel strongly that it is important for their healthcare providers to offer electronic capabilities, but in many cases, these services are not available. Citizens’ desire for digital healthcare services has not always been matched by action from the industry, with two-thirds of US physicians reluctant to allow patients to access their own health records. Research commissioned by Accenture in 2013 found that only 37 percent of healthcare organizations let people book or cancel appointments online, 21 percent provided an online service for refill prescriptions and only 23 percent of healthcare providers offered electronic access to medical records.

Healthcare has not benefitted from digitization as fully as many other industries for a number of reasons. The industry has traditionally underinvested in information technology (IT), with typically only 3 to 4 percent of revenues spent on this area. Although data is being captured at an accelerating pace, standardizing that data and promoting interoperability have been challenging. There have also been barriers to accessing and sharing data, such as privacy regulations and data sensitivity. Moreover, the delivery of care is still critically dependent on the expert labor of highly skilled healthcare professionals, as the industry’s culture and tradition have made automation more difficult.
c. Value creation and disruption in healthcare

Assessing the value of digital transformation

“The industry value chain is going to be shaken up because of digital technology.”
- Girish Krishnamurthy, Head, Healthcare Product and Platform, Tata Consultancy Services, India

Government and business leaders in the healthcare industry evidently have an appetite for innovation, but perhaps a less clear is the understanding of the value that digital transformation may bring, once the significant obstacles to digitization have been overcome.

This analysis will assess the ability of digital transformation to create value for all stakeholders, including governments, healthcare companies and professionals, and patients. For governments and society, the primary benefits of digital transformation are likely to be improvements in healthcare access, quality and affordability. For industry players, digitalization can add value through enhanced revenue generation, capital efficiency, cost optimization and productivity. Digital innovation may free healthcare professionals to work at the top of their license, focusing on cutting-edge treatments. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, patients can benefit from digital initiatives through better outcomes and better experiences.

Healthcare ecosystems

The recent progress toward digitization in healthcare has created opportunities for new entrants to disrupt the industry. As in many other sectors, digital adoption is beginning to blur traditional industry boundaries. Healthcare is not an exception, with a deluge of nontraditional and traditional players now competing side by side. Pharmaceutical and medical technology firms are extending ‘beyond the pill’ to be much more integrated with healthcare services, sometimes competing directly with them. Fresenius Medical Care and DaVita Healthcare Partners, for instance, have pursued vertical integration of the dialysis segment and are now expanding their presence to offer clinical services that both complement and compete against those provided by traditional service providers. DaVita’s acquisition of Healthcare Partners for $4.4 billion in 2012 was a clear move to expand resources beyond a product- and dialysis-focused service into integrated care management.24 Other examples include traditional consumer technology companies, such as Samsung, Google and Apple, which are using their differentiated connection with the consumer to create new offerings that reimagine the healthcare status quo. As of 2014, the Fortune 500 included 14 traditional healthcare companies, with 24 new healthcare entrants having their roots in the telecommunications, consumer products, finance, technology or retail industries.25

In fact, more than half of healthcare CEOs anticipate that their companies will have to diversify into new sectors within the next three years, and 29 percent of them had already led their enterprises into new industries. This expansion can lead to the creation of new ecosystems that incorporate the services of legacy healthcare providers, non-healthcare organizations, device manufacturers and, in some cases, startup digital health companies.

Startups and the potential for digital disruption

Early disruptions are likely to appear in areas that allow smaller innovations to reach high rates of adoption by increasing convenience and reducing costs for both patients and care providers. An acceleration in investments flowing into healthcare startup funding is enabling this trend by helping to create a set of niche solutions that could disrupt specific segments in the longer term. Digital health has seen more than $14 billion in funding and investment over the past six years globally, culminating in nearly $5 billion being invested in 2014 (Figure 2.1).26
Advances in computational technologies and the wide proliferation of data have enabled smaller, nimble nontraditional entrants to address top-of-mind use cases in healthcare. Healthcare startups, such as Castlight Health, HealthSparq and PokitDok, have been able to develop cloud- and analytics-based solutions to drive greater price realization, enable greater patient health insights and help patients make more informed decisions. Another example is Spruce, which offers a telehealth platform that allows for the delivery of real-time care by board-certified dermatologists via a patient’s smartphone.²⁸

New entrants can find profitable niches by filling technology gaps or delivering new patient experiences. In the short term, the disruptive impact of startups on incumbent industry profits is expected to be relatively muted. A survey of analyst expectations of industry profitability in 2018 shows that, unlike in some other industries, incumbents do not appear to be facing significant threats to profitability from internal or external disruptors. Shifts in the relative distribution of profits across healthcare segments (Figure 3) from digital disruption, if they do occur, are likely to happen gradually and then suddenly.
Value at stake

This analysis has assessed how digital transformation could create and shift value across healthcare. Importantly, value creation, from the perspective of this analysis, does not consider only financial profits, but also social and environmental benefits that technological change can bring.
5. Future Horizons

“In the end, we’re going to end up being able to actually personalize each individual’s care patterns. The question of ‘Who am I?’ is going to be a very different question in our future.”

– Bernard Tyson, Chairman and CEO, Kaiser Permanente, United States

What will digital healthcare look like?

A truly digital healthcare industry would revolutionize diagnosis and treatment, with a shift in focus to prevention and management. With the widespread introduction and seamless coordination of digital apps and connected devices, the healthcare industry could be transformed from a reactionary system to one that is proactively centered on the patient and driven by data. The most tangible, expected changes will be that care will move closer to the home, and citizens will have more responsibility for managing their own health and well-being.

Perhaps the most noticeable changes for a citizen would be that significantly fewer trips to a physician or a hospital would be required. Citizens would become more engaged to manage their own health and care. Through self-care and monitoring of vital signs, an individual’s health could be continuously tracked. If needed, a virtual care consultation could be arranged, so that citizens could receive medical advice without leaving their homes. Should further medical care be necessary, the treatment plan would be personalized for each individual, maximizing the chances of a successful outcome.

Digital healthcare would have a profound impact on the healthcare industry itself. With citizens empowered to manage their own care, valuable resources in the health system would be freed up. Intelligent systems would allow lower-skilled workers to operate at the top of their licensure, carrying out more routine monitoring and virtual consultations. Highly skilled and highly paid healthcare professionals would be able to focus their efforts on more complex and higher-value cases. Data-driven clinical decision support and personalized treatment plans would have higher success rates, cutting down on waste. Digital healthcare has the potential to bring about not just small improvements in efficiency, but a step change in the productivity of the healthcare industry along with a significant impact on health outcomes.

The ‘future of health’ scenario (Figure 4) illustrates in more detail how the pervasive and seamless use of apps and connected devices could transform both the patient’s experience and the healthcare industry itself.
Digital themes and initiatives

This vision of digital healthcare has the potential to transform the experience and outcomes that patients receive, but it will not become reality overnight. With that in mind, this analysis has focused on developments that are likely to happen in the short to medium term. From an analysis of the powerful macro trends shaping healthcare, numerous interviews with thought leaders from various sectors of the healthcare industry, and secondary research, four essential digital themes have been identified: smart care, care anywhere, empowered care and intelligent healthcare enterprise. These four themes, it is argued herein, will be of crucial importance as the global healthcare system is transformed over the next 5 to 10 years.

Within each larger theme, a number of digital initiatives have been identified (Figure 5). Each initiative (or subtheme) clearly illustrates, with real-world examples, how these digital themes are relevant to healthcare as it evolves over the next decade.
a. Smart care

The 20th century saw some astounding medical achievements: the eradication of smallpox, the first heart transplant and the invention of antibiotics. Recent technological and scientific breakthroughs, however, have propelled medicine into a new era. The most important step into this new age was marked by an announcement in April 2003. Francis Collins, Director, National Human Genome Research Institute (1993-2008), proclaimed that “all the project's goals have been completed successfully”.

The human genome had been sequenced, opening up exciting new avenues for medical research. That research is bearing fruit 12 years after Collins’s announcement, and is producing innovative medical techniques and interventions that can be applied on a wide scale. Advances in genomics sequencing, coupled with improvements in cloud and analytics capabilities, have been particularly relevant to the emergence of precision medicine, which seeks to tailor treatments to an individual's genetic profile and lifestyle.

Smart care is also underpinned by other technological advances. The development of more capable robots, accompanied by a fall in their cost, has opened up the possibility of using robotics systems more widely for medical applications. Intuitive Surgical’s da Vinci system provides the surgeon with a magnified, 3D view inside the patient’s body, and with robotic instruments that offer greater precision than the human hand, allowing complex procedures to be carried out in a minimally invasive way. The rapid improvement in 3D printing also means that it can now be used to manufacture customized medical implants.

Smart care will play an important role in the future of healthcare over the next decade by improving patient outcomes and lowering costs. Robot-assisted operations, for instance, should allow complex procedures to be carried out less invasively and with greater quality from anywhere in the world, improving access to healthcare for rural areas and significant parts of emerging countries. The growing use of precision medicine will make healthcare more cost-effective by reducing the frequency of inappropriate interventions.
Precision medicine

“Tonight, I'm launching a new Precision Medicine Initiative to bring us closer to curing diseases like cancer and diabetes – and to give all of us access to the personalized information we need to keep ourselves and our families healthier.”

- Barack Obama, President of the United States; State of the Union Address, January 20, 2015

US President Barack Obama recently announced a $215-million investment in the Precision Medicine Initiative, launched with a view to ending a 'one-size-fits-all' approach to medicine. With many current medical treatments designed to work on an 'average' person, a huge variation in outcomes can result for different patients. Precision medicine will take into account a person’s lifestyle, genes and environment to improve disease prevention, diagnosis, treatment and management.

While precision medicine in a very basic form has existed for a century – for example, blood typing before transfusions – society is now at the threshold of a new era. The ability to sequence genes quickly and cheaply (the cost of individual gene sequencing has fallen drastically, from more than $1 million in 2007 to nearly $100 today), and to analyze vast volumes of data, is enabling the development of targeted treatments.

Some companies plan to use the concept of precision medicine to focus instead on creating digital diagnostic tools, often called companion devices. Illumina is a global leader in genomics focused on large-scale analysis of genetic variation and function. Over the five years to 2014, the company saw its revenues and profits grow at about 25 percent a year, to $1.86 billion and $353 million, respectively.

With firms such as Illumina growing fast, the US government’s initiative intends to encourage the wider adoption of precision medicine. More specifically, it aims to solve the privacy issues surrounding the use of people’s personal medical data; modernize the regulatory environment to make it more receptive to precision medicine; and discover more and better treatments for cancer. Currently in the United States, seven discrete biomarkers have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). In Iceland, scientists sequenced the full genomes of 2,636 people, collected genotype data from another 104,000 Icelanders and cross-checked the information with genealogical sources, allowing them to accurately predict the genome of a whole nation. This research will be invaluable in diagnosing diseases and targeting preventive interventions.

While precision medicine requires the capabilities of genomic analysis in many cases, environmental and lifestyle changes are driving the vast majority of disease burden, and an understanding of these factors is critical to delivering on the promise of individualized care. The identical and non-identical twin cohort study performed by Sorace and others documented the role of genetic versus nongenetic factors on disease in an analysis of Medicare claims submitted to the US Department of Health and Human Services. The study clearly validates the need to look more broadly than just at the genome in precision medicine. The disruptive technologies of big data analytics, personal health devices and an understanding of sometimes subtle environmental signals are all required, in addition to genomics information, to develop a personalized care plan for an individual.

Case study

Foundation Medicine is already using precision medicine techniques to fight cancer. Through the two comprehensive genomic-profiling tests that the company has brought to market, it provides oncologists with information to help them choose the best targeted treatments for their patients. So far, 35,000 patients have taken the tests. Apart from helping physicians treat cancer, Foundation Medicine collaborates with 20 biotech and pharmaceutical companies on research to help with discovering new targeted therapies. In January 2015, Roche, the world's biggest maker of cancer drugs, signaled its interest in precision medicine by buying a majority stake in Foundation Medicine for $1 billion.

The benefits of precision medicine for patients are likely to be sizeable. Estimates suggest that 60 percent of patients could benefit from genetic tests in the future, potentially improving the scope and effectiveness of preventive medicine and increasing the life expectancy of those diagnosed with a serious illness.
Robotics

To some people, the idea of a half-human, half-machine surgeon may sound like science fiction, but robot-assisted surgery was actually pioneered 30 years ago. The rationale behind robotic surgery is that a robot makes minimally invasive procedures possible thanks to the precision of its movements. The patient benefits from a lower chance of infection, less pain, reduced blood loss and a quicker recovery with fewer complications. Another potential advantage of robot-assisted surgery is that it could allow a surgeon to connect with a patient in a remote area, thus broadening access.

Case study

A well-known robotics system used in hospitals today is the da Vinci Surgical System, which was approved for use by the FDA for keyhole surgery in 2000. Da Vinci robots were used in 570,000 operations around the world in 2014, covering a wide range of surgical procedures. The da Vinci robot works in tandem with the surgeon, who uses continuous data feeds to control the robotic arms while sitting at a computer console near the operating table. It was a significant advance on earlier surgical robotics systems, as its built-in camera system eliminates the need for assistants to hold scoping devices.

Leading the robotics revolution are developed nations such as Japan, whose Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe, set a benchmark of tripling the robot market to $24 billion, declaring, “We want to make robots a major pillar of our economic growth strategy.” The proliferation of robots (about 1.5 million are currently estimated worldwide) and their falling cost suggest they will become increasingly common in healthcare settings. The global medical robotics market is estimated to be worth approximately $3 billion and expected to double in value by 2018.

Not all of these medical robots will be restricted to the operating theater: drones, for instance, could soon be flying to accidents as part of an emergency response. And less ‘obvious’ robots could find roles in healthcare, too. Baidu, a dominant internet platform in China, is creating an app called AskADoctor that employs voice recognition to provide users with instant diagnostic suggestions when they list their symptoms into their phones. It will then link the user to a nearby healthcare professional. The app aims to provide accurate diagnoses using deep learning techniques and health data that is either owned by Baidu or taken from the Chinese-language Web.

Medical printing

3D printing is a sector experiencing large growth, with worldwide revenues expected to quadruple from $3 billion in 2013 to more than $12 billion in 2018. Part of this growth comes from sales in the healthcare market, as Wohlers Associates estimates that 3D-printed body parts brought in $537 million in revenue in 2014, an increase of 30 percent from the year before. The printing company 3D Systems reported an 80 percent increase in 2014 in year-over-year revenue attributed to its healthcare segment. The drivers behind this push into healthcare include more sophisticated printers, advances in regenerative medicine and refinements in computer-aided design software.

There are already numerous applications for 3D printing in healthcare, and these will only multiply in the near future. While 3D printing has been embraced in some healthcare fields, such as hearing aids, facial reconstruction, personal prosthetics, dental crowns and surgical implants, new technology and regulatory approvals are advancing other areas, such as drug production. Approved by the FDA in August 2015, a new drug offered by Aprecia addresses seizures brought on by epilepsy. The company’s ‘Zip Dose’ technology uses 3D printing to create a more porous pill that is easier to swallow than a conventional tablet in higher doses.

The advantage of using 3D printing to manufacture medical devices and implants is that they are personalized to an individual's anatomy. By developing implants and biological structures so customized, hospitals stand to drastically reduce the need to purchase standardized, one-size-fits-all implants in bulk that may not completely meet patients’ needs. At the same time, by enabling manufacturing within the hospital or operating theater, these solutions threaten to significantly disrupt the existing healthcare value chain.
Case study

A pioneering operation carried out at Germany’s Klinikum Karlsruhe in May 2015 illustrates the benefits of customized 3D-printed implants. For the first time, a patient was treated using an anatomically adapted, 3D-printed implant for a degenerative spine problem in the neck. The implant, designed by Emerging Implant Technologies (EIT) and printed by 3D Systems, was made with a cellular titanium fusion construction to mimic the spongy structure of human bone. The implant was designed to be the perfect match for the patient's anatomy, with a view to reducing typical complications such as implant shifting or subsiding into the bone. Typically, spine surgery has much higher reoperation rates than hip or knee implants, so EIT is aiming to launch a range of reasonably priced and customized spinal implants within two to three years.

Smart care: Digital value at stake

These three initiatives are the most important but are by no means the only ways in which smart care will improve patient outcomes as it is implemented more widely. Precision medicine has the potential to radically change the way healthcare is provided and managed, for instance through the individual tailoring of treatments to make them more effective. Other smart care developments also have significant potential to improve outcomes – 3D printing, for example, that creates personalized medical implants. In addition, the increased use of robot-assisted surgery should improve operation success rates and reduce the need for post-operative care, as patients enjoy faster, complication-free recoveries.

Smart care also has the potential to benefit those who invest in the supporting initiatives. Precision medicine will give healthcare professionals the chance to create powerful diagnostic tools, with real-time access to a patient's genetic profile and medical background increasing the accuracy of a diagnosis. Using these new tools, physicians will be able to target treatments more effectively, reducing waste and per-unit costs of treatment.

b. Care anywhere

“The role of the patient is changing. There are now tools allowing patients to be in greater control of their own destiny. Patients are moving increasingly from treatment to proactive diagnosis and preventive medicine.”

- Riccardo Butta, Vice President, Business Development, Healthcare, Flextronics International, Singapore

The Internet of Things already consists of around 25 billion connected devices, a figure that is expected to double in the next five years. The technology that has enabled the Internet of Things to proliferate – ubiquitous high-speed data transfer and connected devices, cheaper and smaller sensors, low-cost data storage, advances in analytics and machine learning – will dramatically transform healthcare over the next decade.

This transformation is likely to significantly change a patient's experience with healthcare. The advent of alternative care channels, specifically self-care and virtual care, will mean that people will no longer need to see clinicians in person. In developed countries, as connected homes become the norm, it is likely that the home will gradually become the most important site for primary healthcare. In maturing economies, virtual care will help broaden access to healthcare, particularly in rural areas or for millennials in urban areas.

A parallel development, again building on the technological foundations of the Internet of Things, will be the application of the connected home to healthcare. For older people, for example, technology that can monitor their well-being at home and keep them in contact with family members and caregivers can prolong the length of time that they ‘age in place’.

Virtual care

Virtual care (which includes telehealth and telemedicine) connects clinicians, patients, family members and health professionals in real time to provide health services, promote professional collaboration, support self-management and coordinate care. Telehealth units in hospitals already use virtual monitoring of high-risk cardiac patients.
Case study

The evolution of HealthTap, an interactive health app, is further evidence of the progress that has already been made toward virtual care. When HealthTap launched five years ago, it operated as a question-and-answer site, where users could get responses to their medical queries from peer-reviewed physicians. Within a few years, it had built up a database of 1.9 billion answers from a pool of 60,000 physicians, accessed by 10 million active users. HealthTap then introduced a new service, offering subscribers unlimited access to video consultations with physicians. It claims that subscribers can speak with a physician within a few minutes, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. HealthTap's video service offers a template for how virtual care might work, allowing patients to consult physicians without leaving their homes. As virtual care develops, health companies might choose other options, such as virtual health kiosks and mobile apps where patients can videoconference with physicians, who can also access their personal medical records.

Although promised for years, virtual care is now starting to achieve product-market fit. In July of this year, in the first-ever initial public offering of a virtual care company, Teladoc, which connects patients to one of 700 physicians over the phone, raised $250 million. By the end of its first day of trading, its shares had increased by 50 percent. Furthermore, more than half of US states have now passed bills that require health insurers to treat virtual care services as equivalent to face-to-face consultations when reimbursing their customers.

However, obstacles still remain before virtual care can achieve a truly transformational impact. Some of the restraining forces include continued reimbursement challenges, data interoperability and security, physician adoption (primarily because of license requirements preventing a physician from practicing in multiple regions) and patients' health literacy.

But virtual care usage continues to accelerate for a number of reasons. First, the very nature of the offering broadens access to healthcare services, especially for those in remote rural areas or some emerging countries. Second, early studies have shown that patients are using virtual visits to replace emergency department, urgent-care and office visits, often in return for a discount. This cost saving is something that insurers and patients will increasingly gravitate to, especially as studies emerge that are able to prove attributable savings. Finally, the younger generation, who are used to the convenience of apps such as Uber, put value in services that offer them the chance to get personalized medical advice without having to travel to a clinic.

Connected home

Many technologists and strategists see the connected home as one of the next big battlefields, with a number of traditionally siloed industries pitted against each other. In boardrooms around the world, strategy teams are coining terms such as ‘charge the home’ or ‘home is where the person is’. Samsung and Google, of which the latter bought the connected home company Nest Labs for $3.2 billion in early 2014, have both identified the connected home as an important trend. Qualcomm Life has continued to invest in its cloud-based 2net Platform, designed to be interoperable with a variety of medical devices and applications. The value of the global connected home market, it is estimated, will increase from $33 billion in 2015 to $71 billion by 2018, driven largely by demand for entertainment, security and control systems.

The connected home consists of smart appliances and devices that can communicate with one another and operate independently when instructed to do so. Traditionally, the applications that have been thought up for connected home systems relate to the homeowner's comfort (heating and lighting), safety (fire protection and security) and entertainment (video and audio). However, the connected home also has huge potential to offer healthcare services.
Case study

One healthcare application of the connected home is already a reality. Independa, a software firm in California, United States, has created a TV-based platform that enables older people to live independently in their own home. The interface for the older person is very simple: it doesn't require logging in or entering a password, and uses just a single remote. The software can perform numerous services, though, allowing caregivers or family members to chat with the older person, send photos and set up medication reminders. The platform can also be connected to blood pressure monitors, glucose meters and scales, and can act as an emergency alert system.

As in many other regions around the world, Spain’s Basque Country has an increasing number of elderly citizens, straining its health system's limited resources. Developed by Accenture with its partner, Microsoft, the ‘TEKI’ project allows patients to stay connected to their care team via an Internet-linked Microsoft Kinect unit. Via an interface on the TV screen, patients communicate with their physician on a regular basis using video conferencing, voice communications or text messaging. Additionally, the interface allows patients to complete symptom-related questionnaires by gesture control, perform prescribed rehabilitative exercises and check vitals. The control study saved $55 million.  

With an ageing population and an increasing prevalence of chronic conditions, a sizeable market will develop for firms that can build healthcare applications using connected home technology and applications that allow the elderly or chronic population to age in place.

Care anywhere: Digital value at stake

Care anywhere has the potential to dramatically improve patients’ quality of life. With easier and more frequent access to primary healthcare through virtual care, the physician-patient relationship is enhanced. The ease of consulting a physician will increase opportunities for preventive interventions, reducing the incidence of chronic disease. In tandem with advances in virtual care, convenient and user-friendly technologies that allow citizens to become more engaged in their own healthcare will increase the effectiveness of preventive medicine and the management of chronic conditions.

While care anywhere will improve the lives of citizens, the full force of its transformational power will be seen in its impact on health systems. Some capacity-constrained health systems are already trying to steer patients away from hospitals, a shift from inpatient to outpatient care that has accelerated in recent years. Care anywhere initiatives will allow the healthcare industry to dramatically speed up this process and take it a step further, by shifting more medical treatment closer to the home. The care anywhere concept of being able to achieve more from less suggests that it may be a way to alleviate the forecast shortage in clinician labor.

The implications of this revolution for health funding and policy will be profound. In many countries around the world, current healthcare arrangements are under immense strain and in urgent need of reform: last year, 500 deaths in the United Kingdom were directly attributed to the harm caused by overcrowded hospitals. Initiatives such as connected home services could help reduce hospital admissions of older people by enabling them to live independently for longer, while freeing up social care resources to look after those unable to care for themselves and who might otherwise end up in hospital. In fact, care anywhere has the potential to be one of the most important strategies for reducing the burden faced by overstretched health services and for helping to set healthcare provision back on a sustainable footing.

c. Empowered care

With recent advances in technology, the digital economy is now able to deliver a wide range of living services, i.e., intelligent digital services that respond contextually to the user. Living services differentiate themselves from mass-market services through the customization they offer for an individual's needs. These living services will empower citizens to take a more active role in managing their own well-being and healthcare.
Patient engagement at scale

“The key thing to remember is that one size does not fit all.”
- Greg Anthony, Administrator, Connected Care, Mayo Clinic, United States

Living services are now also starting to appear in the healthcare industry. Discovery Health, a health insurer in South Africa, has launched the Vitality program, which rewards policyholders for leading healthy lifestyles. Starting with an online test, the program includes a personalized well-being plan, health checks and fitness assessments. By visiting the gym, buying healthy food at the supermarket and taking part in running clubs, policyholders can earn reward points. So far, Discovery says it has paid out ZAR1 billion (South African Rand), or approximately $80 million, in cash rewards, but has seen greatly reduced insurance claims from many of those who sign up to the program.

The healthcare industry is fertile ground for innovation, with smart sensors and devices, cloud applications and maturing analytics for providing living services. Healthcare providers may benefit significantly from being able to remotely monitor a patient’s health, for instance, identifying early signs of health degradation and preventing adverse events such as readmission to a hospital.

In the United States, 5 percent of patients account for almost half of healthcare costs through chronic conditions or unhealthy lifestyles. Living services help prevent chronic diseases by encouraging people to live healthily and make the right lifestyle decisions. Some contemporary digital solutions have already started to craft offerings aimed at specific therapeutic areas, including COPD, diabetes, hypertension, atrial fibrillation or heart failure. Across these areas, organizations are incorporating regulated devices (approved by the FDA or other regulatory authorities), nonclinical coaching and engaging content that promotes self-service as the first layer of intervention.

**Case study**

Livongo Health, a California-based startup and an example of this movement, helps users with managing diabetes, a chronic condition. Members are given a two-way smart glucose meter that communicates their reading in real time to Livongo’s smart cloud. Livongo’s analytics provide personalized insights based on the glucose reading and the user’s personal history. Livongo diabetes ‘educators’ are alerted if a user’s glucose level is too high or too low, and will contact the user if necessary to offer advice. Livongo’s users do not pay for the service. Instead, the startup charges their employers or insurers a per-member-per-month fee, on the basis that they will benefit from having healthier employees or policyholders.

Around the world, a further 200 million people are expected to be diagnosed with diabetes by 2035, suggesting a substantial market exists for innovations that help people manage their condition. By 2018, it is predicted that 24 million people will use diabetes apps to help with their condition. Redesigning health systems to provide patient-centered care undoubtedly has its challenges, with primary care, specialist care and social care often funded by different payers and with different payment systems used. This has led to limited integration of processes and information. However, if Livongo, with just a couple hundred employees and $30 million of funding, succeeds in reinventing diabetes care, what will other digital disruptors be able to achieve in preventing those at risk of chronic conditions from developing them?

**Empowered care: Digital value at stake**

Empowered care offers significant opportunities to improve healthcare outcomes. Initiatives in this field offer real potential, for instance to identify people making poor lifestyle decisions and who are ‘prediabetic’, so that interventions can be made to prevent the onset of diabetes in the first place. Potential also exists for people to manage other chronic conditions in this way, as in apps that help people with asthma (around 300 million globally) or COPD.

**d. Intelligent healthcare enterprises**

“Those who will get the data automation work and share it, will win.”
- Bernard Meyerson, Chief Innovation Officer and Vice President, IBM Corporation, United States
Big data has already transformed almost every aspect of life, and healthcare is no exception. The power of big data in healthcare first came to wide attention in 2009, when Google could tell almost in real time where the H1N1 flu outbreak in the United States had spread to. This was a step change in speed for epidemiologists, who until then could only build up a picture of a pandemic with a one- to two-week delay. Google achieved this breakthrough by building a complex model based on the correlations between searches made by people on Google when a flu outbreak had occurred in their district in previous years. While this approach has potential benefits, it also has risks.

This analysis has identified data-driven healthcare as an idea whose time has come. Advances in data collection, storage and analytics have been accompanied by the proliferation of data – for example, data from sensors and devices, clinical information systems and electronic health records. At the same time, data standards and interoperability are becoming more popular, allowing developers to find more applications for health data. The next step, which is already happening, is the increasing availability of large, aggregated data sources that are freely accessible to the public through open application programming interfaces (APIs), such as HealthData.gov or the Canadian Institute for Health Information. The US data sets are driven by increasing health transparency initiatives from the CMS, leading to the release of charge data, which has driven innovations such as Aetna’s iTriage.

This use of data will underpin smart services that further empower citizens to engage in their own healthcare, allow health professionals to operate at the top of their license and improve the productivity of healthcare workers. Singapore is in the vanguard of efforts to create a digital healthcare system, with its “One Singaporean, One Health Record” vision. It is among the first countries to introduce a national electronic health record (NEHR) system, commissioning Accenture, Oracle, Orion Health, Initiate (IBM) and Hewlett-Packard to implement the project. Singapore’s NEHR will allow key medical information, such as medication history and clinical diagnoses, to be exchanged between healthcare providers. In South Korea, the Samsung Medical Center has established a comprehensive electronic medical record system and gone completely paper-free throughout the hospital. It also has the largest picture archiving and communication system of any hospital in the world, allowing clinicians to quickly access imagery from patient scans. This has contributed to its attaining five-year survival rates for many complex procedures, exceeding the US average. But in many countries, major barriers need to be overcome relating to the collection, sharing and interoperability of medical data before intelligent healthcare enterprises can succeed at scale.

The intelligent healthcare enterprise is divided here into three initiatives: accessible intelligence, in which different partners – from hospitals to governments and care-financing organizations – can share and find new applications for medical data; the connected worker, a new model of data-driven, connected workers that allows physicians and nurses to maximize their connectivity and productivity; and intelligent devices that can monitor patient health in real time.

Accessible intelligence

“Interoperability [of data] is a big sticking point today and this has to change … and it has to change rapidly.”

- Bryan Oshiro, Chief Medical Officer, Health Catalyst, United States

The volume of data produced by healthcare organizations has increased tremendously. Driving this increase has been developments such as the digitization of clinical information through the implementation of EMRs, the generation of significant amounts of real-time data by XXB-connected devices, and lower-cost access to genomic information – not to mention the wealth of information being captured on the Internet. This information is feeding next-generation analytics technologies such as big data, cognitive computing and machine learning to, for example, improve the delivery of cancer treatments, personalize medical interventions, predict chronic diseases and drive behavioral change.

Artificial intelligence is constantly evolving and improving. The important technology is in place to capture data from disparate sources and provide a real-time view of a patient’s health. Rapid advances have occurred in all the associated technologies, such as mobile, cloud, analytics and the Internet of Things, that are necessary to deliver solutions in advanced artificial intelligence. Consequently, the global predictive analytics market is forecast to grow by almost 20 percent a year, reaching $6.5 billion by 2019.

The development of accessible intelligence in healthcare, however, is being held back by difficulties in using medical data. Today, hospitals and clinics are awash with data from patients’ electronic medical records and from other healthcare and payment systems. Hospitals and insurers often believe that as institutions, they own a citizen’s health data. In fact, the data should belong to the citizen and be available when the citizen demands it. Physicians’ attitudes to
data sharing also need to change. Clinicians are not trained on how to analyze and act on information that comes from personal devices. A recent survey of physicians in the United States and the United Kingdom also found that two-thirds of them are reluctant to share all their patient data. One reason for this could be that physicians traditionally have had little incentive to share data, as doing so often creates additional work outside of the services they are paid to provide.

Some progress has been made. Connected health platforms are being constructed, and some health services are using open data standards and APIs in an attempt to create a system of app developers around the data they collect. Data consolidation and standardization, and the establishment of health information exchanges, are likely to be the most critical development in the digital transformation of health. Regulations and policies need to adapt, and to facilitate the standardization and sharing of data across healthcare systems, which are currently hindered by concerns about privacy, security and competition.

### Case study

Data consolidation and health information exchanges will be the key enabler of other innovations, such as the use of predictive analytics to improve preventative care or assistance for consumers in choosing the most suitable health insurance plan. Picwell does exactly that: the platform uses big data, predictive analytics, behavioral economics and machine learning to analyze more than 900,000 variables and make predictions about consumers’ future health, enabling it to advise them on what would be the most appropriate insurance plan.

Ayasdi, a big data spinoff from Stanford University in the United States, is another example of the benefits that data-driven healthcare can bring. Its specialty is to use a state-of-the-art technique called topological data analysis to visualize extremely complex data sets as shapes. It works with Mercy Hospitals to analyze electronic medical records, generating customized care plans for patients, which can be accessed by physicians and nurses on iPads. Mercy Hospitals estimates that this system will save it $100 million over the next three years.

### Connected workers

The connected worker initiative optimizes labor assets by using digital technologies, workflow automation and clinical decision support (such as data-driven protocols and standardization) to improve performance and use resources more efficiently.

Advances in natural interfaces, language processing, wearable devices and smart machines will present new opportunities for companies to empower their workers through technology. In fact, the market for natural language processing, a field of study associated with interactions between humans and technology, is expected to grow rapidly from $3.8 billion in 2013 to $10 billion by 2018. This will, however, create new challenges for those managing a collaborative workforce composed of both people and machines. Successful businesses will recognize the benefits of human talent and intelligent technology working in collaboration, and they will embrace both of them as critical members of the reimagined workforce. In the longer term, the push to go digital is amplifying the need for humans and machines to do more, together. A recent survey by Accenture found that more than 40 percent of executives are considering improving insight and intelligence gathering by outfitting their employees or equipment with sensors.

In the hospital environment, connected worker technologies benefit nurses, physicians and surgeons. Nurses are essential to the effective delivery of services in hospitals, but they face many challenges that inhibit their capability to efficiently and effectively deliver quality services. Connected nurses would make use of mobile technology, safety tracking, collaboration and analytics to complete their work more effectively and, thus, increase the quality of patient care and experience. The technology used would cover many devices, such as phones, tablets, beacons and tags, for interactions and alerts. According to the Gary and Mary West Health Institute in the United States: “Meaningful progress in reducing medical errors requires using technology to create an automated, connected and coordinated healthcare system … And this is only possible when there is a seamless flow of information among all device[s] involved in caring for a patient.” A recent survey by the organization found that 60 percent of US nurses believe medical errors could be significantly reduced if connected devices shared data with each other automatically. Half of the nurses surveyed said they had witnessed a medical error because of a lack of device connectivity. Moreover, it is estimated that a system of connected devices could save the US healthcare system more than $30 billion a year and more than 400,000 individuals from harm.
Other potential applications of connected worker technologies include enabling a physician to receive information from emergency medical services through videoconferencing prior to a patient arriving at the hospital. A connected physician could work across various departments, from cardiology to labor and delivery, gynecology, radiology and nephrology, while a connected surgeon could deliver better care through greater precision in the operating room and better coordination with the care team. Providing live streaming (telehealth) of operations to other surgeons would also lead to enhanced operating procedures. Further applications include teleradiology, such as the round-the-clock service provided by Nighthawk to remotely examine, review and interpret scanned images sent from the hospital, where not enough radiologists may be available, particularly at night or over the weekend.

**Case study**

The Medical Express (MedEx) Ambulance Service, a provider of ambulance and telemedicine services in Chicago, United States, is among the first to use Google Glass to aid connected paramedics in the field. The company is rolling out ambulances with Google Glass devices that allow connected paramedics to transmit live audio and video to hospitals.

MedEx, using software developed by Pristine, is working in the first instance with the Advocate Illinois Masonic Medical Center in Chicago, but plans to expand into additional hospitals. The ambulance company has spent $250,000 developing the service and has acquired 10 new critical-care ambulances designed to serve as Wi-Fi hotspots to support the technology. The company spent two years developing the program, complying with all regulations regarding the security of healthcare information and patient privacy. The technology will allow paramedics to stream live, first-person videos to the hospitals where they are headed, which will help doctors prepare appropriately for incoming patients.

**Intelligent devices**

Sensors and connected devices that can capture all sorts of data are becoming ubiquitous. In the healthcare and fitness sector, the worldwide market for wearable devices is expected to soar from 45 million units shipped in 2015 to more than 125 million by 2019. The number of digital consumer devices entering regulated markets has increased, with FDA approvals for these products expected to triple by 2018 (relative to 2014 levels). These devices offer appealing design and ‘good enough’ data collection and analysis, and are becoming more experiential for users.

Intelligent devices are a tremendous opportunity for traditional healthcare companies and new medical device manufacturers. The smart contact lens is an example of a collaboration between Novartis and Google, a new entrant in healthcare. It has the potential to help people with diabetes by using noninvasive sensors to monitor the glucose levels in their tear fluid as frequently as once a second. The contact lens is an impressive piece of micro-engineering, with chips and sensors the size of pieces of glitter and an antenna as thin as a human hair. The two companies are currently working with regulators to get the lens approved. If they succeed, a potentially huge market awaits in addition to an immense benefit to global health, with one in 10 people in the world expected to have diabetes by 2030.

Other innovations are occurring based on the miniaturization of sensors that can monitor different primary and secondary parameters of a person’s health. These sensors include dermal applications, wearables, implantables and ingestibles. Swiss scientists have developed implantable diagnostic chips capable of testing blood for five different molecules, such as lactate or glucose. The chip can potentially monitor general health or the effects of a drug that has been given to a patient.

**Case study**

Proteus Digital Health in the United States has taken the use of wearable devices a step further to create a living service based on monitoring medication adherence and improving the efficiency of research and development (R&D), such as clinical trials. Patients swallow an ingestible sensor with their drugs while wearing a sensor patch. Data about whether the drug has been taken is transmitted to Proteus; the company uses analytics to predict whether patients will remember to take their medication, and can also send an alert to patients’ phones. The Proteus service, approved in 2012, is up and running in the United States.
Opportunities also exist for wearable, dermal or ingestible sensors to improve other areas of healthcare. GlaxoSmithKline is partnering with Vital Connect and ActiGraph to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of its clinical trials. Using wearable sensors, the system can collect 18 million data points daily on the activity levels and vital signs of each participant. The aim is to use this data to create actionable insights and make clinical trials faster and more patient-centric.

Intelligent healthcare enterprise: Digital value at stake

Healthcare services are very labor-intensive, and staff costs are by far the largest expense for most healthcare providers. For decades, these providers around the world have been grappling with the challenge of how to increase the productivity of their workforces. While other industries have reaped the rewards of technological innovation, the needle has barely moved for the healthcare industry.

Digital health enterprises and intelligent devices will help boost the productivity of healthcare professionals. The potential for savings is enormous; just the wider availability of intelligent health devices will save the US health system an estimated $50 billion by 2018.

Accessible intelligence will also generate significant value for health systems. Through analytics, connected assets, connected workers and other advances, accessible intelligence has great potential to increase patient satisfaction, improve experience, raise productivity of high-cost labor, reduce the length of stays in hospital and shorten waiting lists.

e. Healthcare digital roadmap

In the analysis covered, the complexity and likely timescale required to bring each of the digital initiatives to scale have been kept in mind. The majority of the initiatives identified will be viable at scale in the short to medium term. In fact, as Figure 6 illustrates, it is believed that around half of these initiatives are likely to become mainstream within the next five years. Determinants of timing were informed by a high-level vector analysis focused on direction and magnitude of market forces and their subsequent impact on digital initiatives.

Figure 6: Mapping digital initiatives to time horizons

Timelines should indicate points of wide adoption in the industry
Source: Accenture Analysis, Industry SME Interviews, Factiva, Press Searcher
6. Recommendations

Digital is supporting and accelerating the systemic shift to value-based healthcare. New intelligence, in hardware and other objects, is bridging the gap between the digital and physical worlds. Hospitals, physicians’ offices and payers are accessible with a click, tap or scroll. Highly connected hardware components, along with smart sensors and devices, help payers and providers give consumers what they want: better health outcomes at lower cost, coupled with convenience and a better experience.

Today, delivering consumer health outcomes offers a distinct competitive advantage; in the next few years, it will become a catalyst for transformation. Beyond that, it will be nothing less than a strategy for survival.

Regulatory reforms are shifting the healthcare model in many markets from fee-for-service to pay-for-performance. In these new models, healthcare providers are paid based on the clinical outcomes they deliver, rather than on the number of services they provide. This means incentives for providers (by moving part of the risk to them) to not only keep the population they cover healthy in the first place, but also improve service quality while keeping costs down. Informed consumers are demanding more transparency and better quality from their health systems. The most obvious example of the shift to value-based care is the emergence of accountable care organizations in the United States, which are formed when payers and providers work together on behalf of the patient. They are focused on driving down cost, improving quality outcomes and enhancing patient and physician satisfaction. Evidence-based medicine is an important enabler of value-based healthcare.

Based on this assessment of the digital transformation of the healthcare industry, a number of recommendations for business leaders have been drawn up that will position their enterprises to thrive in an era of intense digital innovation.

a. For potential winners and at-risk segments

In a period of disruption, when winners usually emerge from the ‘bottom up’ and ‘outside in’, thriving organizations will be those that see and react to early warning signs, slow disruptive innovation long enough to beat it, identify ways to transition to adjacent segments or even exit segments or markets entirely. Seeing and reacting to warning signs will require talented individuals from inside and outside the organization, coupled with a board and leadership team willing to ignore existing profit pools and make decisions under pressure that challenge traditional thinking. Slowing disruption – or at the very least, matching it – could be achieved through acquiring or building a competing offering or engaging in defensive market tactics. Other, more complex approaches may require a systemic change in an organization’s approach to disruptive innovation. This may include successfully creating a culture of innovation, executing on R&D transformation initiatives, enabling contemporary business models or exploiting intangible assets to diversify from core business offerings.

Those most at risk will be steadfast incumbents in the status quo or those that oppose hedging the risk inherent in disruptive markets through diversification. Healthcare, an industry that trails almost all other industry verticals in the advancement of productivity, is no longer safe. A series of failed efforts will soon be overcome by scalable offerings, accelerated by supportive regulatory, economic, demographic and technological forces.

The biggest winners will be those that embrace the importance of creating an enduring customer experience and find ways to be relevant across the value chain of the future of health scenario. To deliver this next-generation experience in healthcare, organizations will need to focus on developing, delivering and maintaining services that provide a seamless experience, simplicity, coordination of care and trust. To achieve this, organizations will need the right infrastructure and organizational capability to enable this new experience.

b. For businesses and other stakeholders

Digital transformation demands bold leadership. To help their businesses thrive, and not merely survive, senior executives must lead their organizations through digital transformation. Specifically, executive leaders should:

**Formulate an outside-in strategy**: The shift in emphasis from managing inputs as a medical business, such as the rate of adoption of new products and the number of physician visits, toward becoming a health business and delivering outputs, for example patient satisfaction, clinical outcomes and overall system savings, will require a new mindset and
strategy. Even the most advanced organizations will find it difficult to take an objective, outside-in view to establish the corporate strategy required to win in the new digital era.

**Perform a holistic scan of talent and capabilities:** Critical in successfully navigating disruption will be determining the capabilities needed to win in future profit pools. While this activity will prove difficult for all but a few, an even more complex task will be ensuring an objective view of existing internal resources and of gaps where they exist, looking at both labor and non-labor assets. Moreover, leaders will need to establish the proper vehicle to boost growth, often outside the confines of existing governance, processes and financial requirements.

**Create a culture of iterative innovation:** Disruption usually starts at the periphery with specialized value propositions enabled by shifts in macro forces. To remain relevant in the future, leaders have to act now and learn how to fail quickly and cheaply. While traditional strategists may consider inaction a viable approach, new market principles will challenge this, requiring an iterative process to innovation:

- **Refocus the portfolio:** Companies should shift emphasis to the customers or segments that will benefit from disruption, and de-emphasize the areas of business that are most vulnerable.
- **Explore new business models:** Payers and providers are already testing a myriad of models, with varying levels of success. For example, some payers are taking a ‘do-it-yourself’ model by teaming up with physicians and building new capabilities to manage care. Others are developing exclusive partnerships with health systems or pursuing vertical integration.
- **Establish a new business:** Understanding the need to participate in the upside of growth markets, pioneering organizations are establishing new businesses that isolate tangible or intangible assets from the existing corporate governance structure.

**Invest in resources for the digital era:** Leaders will be challenged to focus on the size, scale and timing of investments. Healthcare stakeholders need to be bold in their actions and investments, rather than making incremental improvements in performance. This includes both labor and non-labor resources, with a dedicated effort to rationalize and optimize them. A digital approach that is neither holistic nor applied to the entire enterprise will result in step changes that trail market momentum and maturation.

**Champion the customer experience:** The time has come to put the patient back at the center of healthcare, which will put traditional healthcare stakeholders at an inherent disadvantage. No longer will it be enough for health systems to merely open their doors to patients, for payers to support members or pharmaceutical companies to bring pills and devices to market. Pioneering organizations will have to reorient themselves around the consumer, competing on price, quality, loyalty and satisfaction, as those in other industries do.

**Build an insight-driven enterprise:** Organizations must engage a holistic and pragmatic analytics strategy to deliver business outcomes for a wide spectrum of goals, including revenue generation, new market development, enhanced customer experience and improved enterprise-wide performance.

**Become a destination partner and camp:** Creating a system of partners will be critical to future success. Central to this will be defining the business and partnering in a way that creates a compelling and differentiated service, which can be delivered quickly and at low cost.

c. **For governments and policy leaders**

While recommendations for businesses and other stakeholders are still largely applicable to government and policy leaders, some alternative actions may have an equal or greater impact on public health:

**Liberate data sources:** A concerted effort should first be made to liberate data sources, while also clarifying data ownership. Citizens need to be the ultimate owners of their claims and clinical data, and, if they wish to transfer this data between providers and networks (including across borders), then governments and policy leaders should respect and facilitate this freedom. In parallel, governments must enact modern privacy and security policies. For instance, the United States must address the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act Privacy Rule, a standard enacted to protect individuals and their private health information. Failure to tackle important components of a government’s data policy may hinder progress.
Invest in data standards and infrastructure: The volume, velocity and variety of structured and unstructured data sources are creating fatigue for an already stretched global IT infrastructure. Governments should consider accelerating mandates for data governance and data standards that would immediately create efficiencies as a result of standardization. Benefits would be widespread and would include facilitating data exchange among partners, enabling closer-to-optimal clinical decision support (CDS) protocols, ensuring the traceability of data, reducing mapping complexity, increasing automation and easing efforts to create single-source repositories.

Establish interoperability requirements: Interoperability should first be addressed at a local, regional and national level, extending to global participants in the midterm. Creating a single data exchange protocol and clinical data interoperability standard across borders should be at the top of the agenda for international organizations. If this change is not happening fast enough, public and private healthcare systems should team up to create standards. Vendors who behave reclusively should be discouraged through policies that mandate collaborative approaches.

Cultivate the workforce of the future: Faced with workforce supply shortages and forecast increases in demand for healthcare, governments will have to strive hard to develop the workforce of the future. At the highest level, this means encouraging not only top-of-licensure activity, but also the maturation of new channels of education. For example, this should include improved access to massive open online courses, which should be remotely accessible, available screen to screen and online, and be supported by CDS tools that enable healthcare professionals to operate at the top of their license.

Promote a haven for innovation: Pioneering governments are already taking the right steps to create systems and urban environments that attract and retain talented citizens. This includes tax benefits to encourage new startup companies, urban development designed to accelerate social interactions and create information-intensive environments, and jobs to create stability. The talent war has started in earnest, requiring governments to rethink how their municipality, state, region or country is preparing its population to innovate in a new digital era.
### 7. Appendix

**Figure A.1: Digital initiatives – descriptions and mapping to themes and future horizons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Digital Theme</th>
<th>Digital Initiative</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Horizon/Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Smart Care</td>
<td>Precision Medicine</td>
<td>An emergency approach for disease treatment and prevention that takes into account individual variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle for each person.</td>
<td>Bold Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td>Robotics that enable solutions such as robotic surgical delivery, robotic services within a facility and done emergency response services.</td>
<td>Bold Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Pricing</td>
<td>Adaptation of 3D printing technologies to build biological structures from soft tissue or skin replacements to complete functioning organs.</td>
<td>Bold Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Care Anywhere</td>
<td>Virtual Care</td>
<td>Virtual Care connects clinicians, patients, family members and health professionals in real-time to provide health services, promote professional collaboration, support self-management, and coordinate care across the continuum.</td>
<td>No Regrets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Connected Home</td>
<td>The next site of care will be the Connected Home with integrated digital services that enable remote monitoring, video consultations, coordination of care and care delivery.</td>
<td>Pragmatic Optimism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Empowered Care</td>
<td>Patient Engagement at Scale</td>
<td>Living Services for healthcare are the next wave of digital transformation combining sensors, the cloud, connected smart devices and real-time analytics to deliver a new layer of connected intelligence and customization of healthcare.</td>
<td>Bold Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Intelligent Healthcare Enterprise</td>
<td>Accessible Intelligence</td>
<td>New Technologies such as cognitive computing and machine learning will unleash critical information for clinical decision-making, care delivery and care management that is more targeted and understandable to the individual.</td>
<td>Pragmatic Optimism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Connected Worker</td>
<td>Connected Worker optimizes labor assets through use of digital technologies, workflow automation and critical decision support (e.g., data-driven protocols and standardization) to drive performance improvements and resource efficiencies.</td>
<td>No Regrets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Intelligent Devices</td>
<td>Connected devices with embedded computing capability that capture and communicate real-time health and activity data within the home, clinic or operating theater.</td>
<td>Pragmatic Optimism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Figure A.2: Impact of digital initiatives on important drivers of industry values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Health Organizations</th>
<th>Health Outcomes</th>
<th>Customer Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenue</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capital</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affordability</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prevention</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transparency</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engagement</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personalization</strong></td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
<td>![Icon]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Precision Medicine**: ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon]
- **Robotics**: ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon]
- **Medical Printing**: ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon]
- **Virtual Care**: ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon]
- **Connected Home**: ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon]
- **Patient Engagement at Scale**: ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon]
- **Accessible Intelligence**: ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon]
- **Connected Worker**: ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon]
- **Intelligent Devices**: ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon] ![Icon]
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